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Why – PACE’s purpose
Operational experience and knowledge sharing will go some way to addressing P&A challenges,
but new technology is required to deliver step changes in performance.
Rigless P&A
20%

Barrier verification and multi
string logging
19%

Removing equipment, debris,
and/ or collapsed casings and/or
screens
8%

Removing entire casing and
lower completion including
screens,
3%

Cost effective plugging and
sealing
21%

Remediation of poor P&A,
5%
Novel barrier materials
12%

Monitoring of abandoned wells
for leakage/ possible leak paths
10%

Longevity of tubulars and metalto-metal seals
2%

Industry response to P&A survey: What do you think are the priority R&D and/or knowledge sharing areas for P&A?
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What – Objectives of the network
In theory: technology development follows a predictable course of investment, de-risking, and in
the fullness of time, a healthy return.
Field
Trials

Commercial
Deployment

Cumulative $$ from technology

Upfront R&D
investment

▪ New technology requires
upfront investment before
seeing a return.
▪ Systematic de-risking
approach.

Time

▪ Especially in P&A, getting it
right first time is critical.
▪ So what’s the problem?
TRL 0 - 4
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What – Objectives of the network
In practice: the only part of the process that technology developers have any control over is the
initial investment. PACE attempts to provide clarity on technology deployment uncertainties, and
accelerate the process.

Cumulative $$ from technology

▪ R&D Cost
Sharing

▪ Field Trial; 1st Deployment; 2nd…

▪ Pain point?

▪ Regulatory approval

▪ No. of applications?

▪ Supply chain

▪ Alternative methods?

?

?
TRL 0 - 4
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TRL 5 - 6

Time

TRL 7
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What – Objectives of the network
PACE aims to promote collaboration on plugging & abandonment within the oil and gas industry
in order to:
Define Technology
Needs

Develop & Deploy
New Technology

Identify New
Solutions

Improve Best
Practice

TRL*
Supply Chain Integration

7 Field proven
6 1st Deployment
5 Field Trial
4

Environmental
testing

End-user input
Test Wells

3 Prototype testing
2 Concept validation
1

Regulatory approval & input / awareness

Concept
demonstration

0 Ideation

*TRL – Technology Readiness Level
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Time & Cost
PACE

Funding & Resources
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Who – Current members

Number of member companies

PACE Membership
18
16
14

12

Service
providers

10
8
6

Operators

4
2
0
Q3

Q4

2016
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Q1

Q2

Q3

2017

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

2018

PACE

Q4

Q1
2019
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How – Agenda
Day 1

Day 2

Interspersed with decent sized coffee breaks

Introductions
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Operators’ presentations:
Case studies
Upcoming P&A campaigns
Ongoing R&D

▪
▪
▪
▪

Operators’ Forum

Service providers’ Forum

Company #1
Company #2
Company #3
Company #4

▪
▪
▪
▪

Company #5
Company #6
Company #7
Company #8

Lunch

Lunch

Ask an operator session

Technology Gap Analysis

Service providers’ presentations:
Case studies
New products and services
Ongoing R&D
JIP proposals

Further technical presentations (if applicable)

Meeting wrap up and future planning

Members’ Dinner
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Where – 3 meetings / year; Houston focus initially, now looking to
expand the possibilities to other areas with P&A needs
IRIS / Total
University of Tulsa
1
OGTC
ExxonMobil

1

1

DNV

4 1 1

BHGE

BHGE

Halliburton
ConocoPhillips

1
(Hopefully) Rio

- 2016/2017
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- 2018

- 2019
PACE
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Focus areas of PACE (so far) – Operators’ Forum

Stage and specific “ask” – Submitted

P&A Technical Area

Stage and specific “ask” – Selected

Barrier Verification &
Multi-Annuli Logging

JIP

9

1

2

JIP

5

0

0

New Barrier Materials

R&D
collaboration

10

3

1

R&D
collaboration

4

1

1

Rigless P&A

Field Trial

9

11

5

Field Trial

4

5

1

Cost effective P&A

Technical
input

6

0

3

Technical
input

1

0

0

Further
deployments

1

2

15

Further
deployments

0

1

6

TRL 1-3

TRL 4-5

TRL 6-7

TRL 1-3

TRL 4-5

TRL 6-7

Other
0

20

40

Number of abstracts submitted / selected
Selected

Submitted
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4 principal technical areas

Barrier
verification and
multi string
logging
19%

Rigless P&A
20%

Removing
equipment,
debris, and/ or
collapsed
casings and/or
screens
8%

Cost
effective
plugging
and sealing
21%

Removing entire
casing and lower
completion
including
screens,
3%
Remediation of
poor P&A,
5%

Novel
barrier
materials
12%
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Monitoring of
abandoned wells
for leakage/
possible leak
paths
10%

Longevity of
tubulars and
metal-to-metal
seals
2%
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The Future of Well Abandonment – July 2018
Cost Effective P&A: Casing expansion to remediate SCVF
Value proposition

• Reduce the cost and increase effectiveness of cement micro-annuli
remediation, while avoiding the regulatory requirement to perf & squeeze
new cement as close as possible to SCVF source.

Outcome
• Contact maintained with 3-4
of the participants
• Technical feedback led to
adjustment to R&D direction

Technology
• Based on Shell and LSU research*
conducted in 2014.

Specific “Ask”

JIP

• Casing diameter is expanded until it is
elastically or plastically deformed.

R&D
collab.
Field
trial
Tech
input
Aware
-ness

• Cement is dislocated and re-sets as a
denser, stronger, less-permeable seal.
1-3

4-5
TRL

6-7

• SCVF paths are eliminated, multiple
expansions create a labyrinth-seal
effect.

Feedback for PACE
“As good a forum as any for
end-user engagement. The
right people are in the room;
the quality of questions was
excellent”

Company location

Ongoing activities as of today
• Conducting 2 commercial field trials in Canada next month (April 2019)
• Forecast first field trial in the US in 2020
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* SPE 16056-PA Casing Expansion as a Promising Solution for Microannular Gas
Migration

Presenter contact details
Dale Kunz
d.kunz@whwa.ca
+1 403-804-7708
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WellSet P&A – April ‘18
Cost Effective P&A: Magnetorheological cement, enhanced verification
Value proposition

• Significantly reduce rig time and cost by enabling rigless abandonments
and reducing the length of barrier plugs through the deployment of
magnetorheological cement, combined with pressure tests from below the
plugs.

Outcome
• PACE generated operator
interest and let to interest
from SPE committee as
well.

Technology
• Magnetorheological cement includes
standard API cement mixed with specially
chosen blend of metal particles.

Specific “Ask”

JIP
R&D
collab.
Field
trial
Tech
input
Aware
-ness

• Application of magnetic field => cement
behaves as a solid.
• Two independent barriers placed and
verified with pressure tests from below.
1-3

4-5
TRL

6-7

• Coiled tubing deployed.

Company location

Ongoing activities as of today
• Phase 1 of the JIP successfully
completed (concept verification).
Phase 2 due to start in May 2019.
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* SPE 16056-PA Casing Expansion as a Promising Solution for Microannular Gas
Migration

Feedback for PACE
“PACE was an excellent
opportunity to bring our
emerging P&A technology
in-front of operators and
service companies to show
the benefits of the system
and collaborate to further
enhance the development”
Presenter contact details
Craig Usher
Craig.usher@wellset.no
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New Rigless Permanent Well Abandonment
Process – April 2018
Rigless P&A, New Barrier Materials: Thermite reaction & LT Alloy
Value proposition

• Reduce the cost of P&A by eliminating the need to retrieve any in well
hardware to surface, creating a metal to metal seal through the use of
combining a controlled thermite reaction and low temperature alloy
Technology

Outcome
“We were introduced to key
personnel in several operators
responsible for well abandonment
and have since based on feedback
have now a superior system, which
is now close to being field trialled.”

• Controlled parting of tubing and casing.
• Supply thermite from surface in controlled
amounts throughout the reaction.

Specific “Ask”

JIP
R&D
collab.
Field
trial
Tech
input
Aware
-ness

• Feed the thermite reaction process, to
access and seal the open hole if required.

1-3

4-5
TRL

6-7

Company locations

• Distribute low melting point alloy to seal all
small cracks/fissures created by the
thermite process.
• Fully automated surface delivery system,
both for platform and subsea applications.
Ongoing activities as of today
• Further development of deployment technology, to enable limitless
placement of thermite, low temperature alloy and ignitors
• Ability to work on more than 1 well at a time; factory approach.
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* SPE 16056-PA Casing Expansion as a Promising Solution for Microannular Gas Migration

Feedback for PACE
“PACE have been always
keen to keep tracks of
technology development and
offer openings for any new
solutions. They are extremely
proactive and a great
resource for the industry”
Presenter contact details
Phil Head
phil@panda-seal.com
+44 7785 293046
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CementFinder – March 2017
Multi-string logging: Thru-tubing Cement Bond Data Analysis
Value proposition

• Reduce subsea well P&A time by 5-10 days, and enable rigless PP&A in
dry-tree and onshore wells, by eliminating the need to remove the
production tubing in order to conduct behind casing cement log.
Technology
• Running thru-tubing logging with
commercially available tools:
• AI Based Data Processing Kernel
assesses casing reflections affected by a
non-compliant cement sheath.

Specific “Ask”

JIP
R&D
collab.
Field
trial
Tech
input
Aware
-ness

• Cleans noise and free tubing reverbs.

1-3

4-5
TRL

6-7

Company location

• An acoustic numerical simulator
determines the casing reflection wave
pattern within the noise recorded during
a through-tubing log run.
Ongoing activities as of today
• Math models for simulator identified and selected, requiring refinement
work. To be partially funded by a major operator in Brazil with 300+
subsea wells to PP&A.
• Additional funds required for: Complementary software development &
Field testing and commercial roll-out.
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OE Magazine: https://www.oedigital.com/news/449208-cement-goes-digital

Outcome
• Prospects to work with
PACE operator members
on further development.
Petrobras is now a partner
and the project is entering
its 2nd semester of a 2 years
development schedule.

Feedback for PACE
“The former partnership
didn´t last. Now SimWorx
partnered with Petrobras
and I still get inquiries from
all around the world. Can´t
think of anything more
effective for sharing PP&A
topics.”
Presenter contact details
Gustavo Longhin
longhin@simworx.com.br
Tel no. +55(19)99757-4509
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New Annular Integrity Test System – Nov ‘18
Barrier verification: Stronghold™ Defender™ System Generation II
Value proposition

• Achieve a permanent “rock-to-rock” barrier in a single trip, confirming
annular integrity with the use of primary and back-up temperature and
pressure gauges.

Outcome
• Wide interest from several
operators, and Total has
already implemented this
into their P&A tool box.

Technology

• Perforate the casing; Test the integrity of the
annulus; Verify annulus integrity utilizing a
unique pressure verification system; Cement
across the perforated area.

Specific “Ask”

JIP
R&D
collab.
Field
trial
Tech
input
Aware
-ness

• Integrated unique pressure verification
system has a primary and back up
temperature and pressure gauge.
1-3

4-5
TRL

6-7

Company location

• Small volume to identify annular integrity, i.e.
less than 3barrels (bbl).
• Solid ballseat and the fluid by-pass system
limits the circulation of new mud and reduces
the impact of thermal expansion.
Ongoing activities as of today
• 25 systems with commercial deployments outside of the US.

• Seeking deployment opportunities in the US.
© OTM Consulting 2019

Feedback for PACE
“It is a great place to
network and to be updated
on technology and
innovation”

Presenter contact details
Thore Andre Stokkeland
Thore.Andre.Stokkeland@Archer
well.com
+47 46 74 39 62
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Rigless Diagnostic & CT section milling – April ‘18
Barrier Verification and Cost effective P&A: xxx
Outcome

Value proposition

• Reduction in rig rate by using through tubing logging, and coiled tubing
deployed upwards section milling, enabling the conduct of P&A from
lower cost vessels.

• xxx

Technology
• Through tubing rigless diagnostics.
• Upwards section milling deployed
on CT.

Specific “Ask”

JIP
R&D
collab.
Field
trial
Tech
input
Aware
-ness

Feedback for PACE

• Constant weight on mill (WOM) in
upwards direction.
• Depth of cut control.
1-3

4-5
TRL

6-7

• Predictable ROP, swarf size,
continuous flow => optimised hole
cleaning.

“xxx”

Company location

Ongoing activities as of today
• Field trials onshore.
• Looking to conduct field trials in offshore /
subsea wells in 2019
© OTM Consulting 2019

Presenter contact details
Alan Fairweather
alan.fairweather@ardyne.co
+44 7701 380 076
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Independent Barrier Verification using CaTSTM
Wireless Technology – June 2017
Barrier Verification: Cable-less Telemetry System
Value proposition

Outcome

• Engagement with the right
• Reduce vessel / rig time, while maintaining robust adherence to guidelines,
people in the operators.
through near real-time barrier verification data acquisition over both short
and long term time frames.
• Ongoing conversations
coming off the back of the
Technology
meeting.

• CaTS gauge installed below permanent
well barrier.
• Field proven system capable of delivering
real time pressure and temperature data.

Specific “Ask”

JIP
R&D
collab.
Field
trial
Tech
input
Aware
-ness
1-3

4-5
TRL

6-7

• Wireless technology employs an
electromagnetic signal (EM) to transmit
data to enable qualification / verification of
all alternative and next generation
barriers.

Feedback for PACE
“PACE has proven to be a
valuable forum in which to
engage with subject matter
experts and key
stakeholders in the rapidly
evolving P&A market.”

Company location

Ongoing activities as of today
• Ongoing commercial deployments.
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Presenter contact details
Stephen Kelly
stephen.kelly@exprogroup.com
+1 346 229 8570
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Slick-O-line – March 2017
Multi‐annuli Barrier Evaluation: Slick-line deployed well survey
Value proposition

• Reduce rig costs through the use of
slick-line deployed well survey
technology.

Outcome
• Having the sole focus of a
panel of operators led to
some productive and
leading discussions.

Technologies
• SOL – slick optic line
• Memory depth control & P/T
Gauge

Specific “Ask”

JIP
R&D
collab.
Field
trial
Tech
input
Aware
-ness

• Simultaneous recording of
DAS/DTS and P/T
measurements
1-3

4-5
TRL

6-7

• Wellsite data processing
capabilities
• Integrated data analysis

Feedback for PACE
“Having presented at the
first ever PACE event I am
happy to see it is not
standing still and expanding
both in format and
geographical reach”

Company location

Ongoing activities as of today

• Commercial deployments.
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Presenter contact details
Stuart Berry
stuart.berry@paradigm.eu
+44 (0) 7751 736 014
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Sonic and ultrasonic measurement – March 2017
Multi-string logging: Processing and analysis of ultrasonic log data
Value proposition

• Eliminate the need to remove production tubing before conducting cement
evaluation by understanding the physics of acoustics in multi-string
logging and developing analytical software to interpret the data.

• Presentation believed well
appreciated by attending
operators representatives

Technology

• No follow-up sought directly
from presenter or by
presenter

• Discussion of several recent advances
that are being implemented.
Specific “Ask”

JIP

• Enhancements to the processing of
the ultrasonic measurement used to
evaluate the annular fill behind the
first string encountered

R&D
collab.
Field
trial
Tech
input
Aware
-ness
1-3

4-5
TRL

6-7

Company location

• Additional use of the sonic
measurement to evaluate the
annular fill present outside of a
second string.

Feedback for PACE
“Schlumberger is
appreciative of opportunity
to present. Ongoing
partnership with specific
operator on this program
does not permit presenting
on status at this time.”

Ongoing activities as of today
• Development of modelling algorithms to simulate the measurements;
Experimental validation of the modelling approaches; Development of
physics-based inversion and interpretation methods; Development of
advanced signal processing and machine learning methods.
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Outcome

Presenter contact details
Smaine Zeroug
zeroug1@slb.com
+1 617 768 2086
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How to get involved
1. Operators’ or Service
Providers’ Forums

2. Present as a guest

3. Become a member

JIP

R&D
collaboration

Field Trial

Technical
input
Further
deployments
TRL 1-3

TRL 4-5

▪ No charge

▪ £5,250 / year + £1,000 joining fee

▪ Asked to provide a presentation

▪ Attend all meetings

▪ First day attendance only

▪ Attend both days

▪ No access to presentations on
website

▪ Access to all materials on the
website (depending on company)

TRL 6-7

Selections for March 2019 meeting

Website: https://pace-network.com/
Email: henry.staubyn@sciencegroup.com
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Disclaimer
Some parts of a report of this nature are inevitably subjective and/or
based on information obtained in good faith from third party sources.
Where opinions are expressed, they are the opinions of the individual
author and/or the relevant third party source and not those of OTM
Consulting Ltd or its group. Furthermore, if new facts become available
and/or the commercial or technological environment evolves, the
relevance and applicability of opinions and conclusions in this report may
be affected. Accordingly, while this report has been compiled in good faith,
no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by OTM
Consulting Ltd as to its completeness, accuracy or fairness. Except where
limited by law, neither OTM Consulting Ltd nor its group shall be
responsible for any actions taken or not taken as a result of any opinions
and conclusions provided in this report and you agree to indemnify OTM
Consulting Ltd, its group and/or personnel against any liability resulting
from the same.
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